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Your imagination starts with our finish!



When you design, you want to create the extraordinary. You want your buildings to be on trend, to stand out from the crowd and to 
build a lasting legacy. Interpon Précis Ultra Matt enables you to give ultra matt surfaces a glint of brilliance and luminescence, to create 
surfaces that allow light to dance across them, and to imagine buildings that inspire. 

The new Interpon Précis Ultra Matt creates a fine mica effect that transforms the appearance of non-reflective surfaces depending 
on the way the light reflects on them. And with superdurability that is backed by a 40-year warranty, architects can now provide their 
creations with the highest levels of protection and the best quality finish.

Leading benefits 

The sustainable choice 

The architectural community is demanding a greener, safer world. So are you. Which is why you can turn to Interpon as the stand-out 
performer. Backed by an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), confirming the sustainability performance of the product through 
its lifecycle, Interpon Précis Ultra Matt doesn’t just provide amazing looks but is also helping to realize a sustainable future. 

Realizing imaginations

Your imagination knows no bounds. And nor should the products 
you use. Not only does Interpon Précis Ultra Matt create a new 
world of possibilities for ultra matt surfaces, it also comes in an 
inspiring range of on-trend solid and metallic shades. 

Good looks that last

With a superdurable performance backed by a 40-year warranty, 
as well as significantly higher gloss retention, resistance to color 
change and film integrity, you can be sure that your buildings 
will remain symbols of creativity and luminescence long into the 
future. 

The Interpon Précis Ultra Matt range is enabling architects to 
unlock new and exciting potential in the world of architectural 
design and comes with a host of other benefits.

Features Benefits 

Superdurable performance, resistance to color change 
and excellent gloss retention

Aesthetic and functional protection to ensure that buildings can 
stand the test of time 

Protection against weathering

Range of on-trend finishes Great appearance 

Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) 
Help buildings achieve higher leading sustainability certifications 
such as LEED and BREEAM

Interpon D2015 Précis Ultra Matt

Non-reflective Superdurable Powder Coatings

Speak to your local representative to learn more about what Précis Ultra Matt can do for you. 



Colors indicative only. Actual product may vary slightly.

Dark Champagne 21
Y2M38I

Medium Grey C37
Y2M29I

Dark Blue Grey 28
Y2M37I

White 16
Y2M35I

Dark Grey C38
Y2M32I

Black 05
Y2M33I

Silver C01
Y2M34I

Light Grey C36
Y2M31I

Bright Bronze C32
Y2M39I

Medium Bronze C33
Y2M26I

Dark Bronze C34
Y2M30I

Light Bronze C31
Y2M25I

Black C35
Y2M36I

Technical specification
Designed to meet the demands of Qualicoat 
Class 2, Interpon Précis Ultra Matt will maintain 
it’s appearance long-term having been designed 
to survive 5 years in South Florida without major 
change in color or gloss level.



Environmental Production 
Declaration
An EPD® is a certified Eco-footprint; 
our commitment to sustainability.

Interpon Design App 
Created especially for 
architects and specifiers

Your imagination starts with our finish!

Follow us
Powder Coatings by AkzoNobel

We’ve been pioneering a world of possibilities 
to bring surfaces to life for well over 200 years. 
As experts in making coatings, there’s a good 
chance you’re only ever a few meters away from 
one of our products. Our world class portfolio of 
brands – including Dulux, International, Sikkens 
and Interpon – is trusted by customers around the 
globe. We’re active in more than 150 countries 
and have set our sights on becoming the global 
industry leader. It’s what you’d expect from the 
most sustainable paints company, which has 
been inventing the future for more than two 
centuries.

For more information please visit 
www.akzonobel.com and www.interpon.com

All products supplied & technical advice given 
are subject to the standard terms of sale of the 
AkzoNobel supplying company. Copyright ©2021 
Akzo Nobel Powder Coatings Ltd. Interpon is a 
registered trademark of AkzoNobel.
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architectural.interpon.com

Speak to your local representative or contact 
uk.marketingservices@akzonobel.com to order samples 
and learn more about what Interpon D2015 Précis Ultra Matt  
can do for you. 

http://architectural.interpon.com
https://www.instagram.com/akzonobel_powder_coatings/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/akzonobel-powder-coatings/
https://www.facebook.com/akzonobelpowdercoatings/
https://twitter.com/akzonobelpowder

